
The sleek black Cilindro Black Steel XE is a modern electric sauna heater with 

digital control. Thanks to the entirely revamped control system, you can set 

a timer for the heater and adjust the lighting in the sauna, in addition to the 

temperature, exactly as you like it.

The design of the heater is sure to satisfy even the most demanding interior 

decorator. The stylish black pillar heater can also be embedded in the bench-

es to serve as an impressive visual element. The control panel can be conven-

iently mounted wherever you like. 

And most importantly, the large stone quantity ensures soft heat.



XENIO

ACCESSORIES

BY-PRODUCTS

Embedding flange
HPC1

Embedding flange 
HPC2, Illuminated 
embedding flange 
HPC2L

Safety railing HPC3, 
Safety railing with 
LED lights HPC3L

Safety switch
SFE-D350

Door switch sensor 
SAB00101

Mobile switch-on
FS-SY

Model: PC70XE, PC90XE
Dimension: width 320 mm, depth 320 mm, height 930 mm, weight 10 kg

7–9 kW 6–14 m3 90 kg

The elegant wall-mounted touch panel makes operation a cinch. The sauna will be ready precisely when you want it. 
• Switch the heater on and off from a location of your choice. 
• Adjust the temperature of the sauna accurately to the degree, and enjoy even and balanced warmth. 
• You can also adjust the sauna lighting.
• Time the sauna to heat up at exactly the time you want it, so you can go in for a nice relaxing bath after a jog, for 

example. 
• Take advantage of the remote activation function. By adopting the Harvia mobile switch-on function and separate 

safety device, you can turn on your sauna wherever and whenever you like.

Autodose
water dispenser
SASL1

Autodose design 
piping SASL2M

Harvia by Luhta
sauna textiles

Sauna accessories 
set SA007
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